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ABSTRACT
Context: High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is a new video coding standard which
combines high video quality with higher compression ratios. In order to fully use the potential of this
standard, there should be created an appropriate coding tool (coder), which determines proper coding
parameters to ensure the highest possible video quality while maintaining a specified bitrate.
Objectives: This thesis aims at proposing a set of bitstream based features that can be used for
perceptual quality estimation of HEVC encoded videos. To this purpose, we develop required
computer programs capable of extracting these features from coded video files. The extracted features
are used in an artificial neural network (ANN) based model to estimate video quality.
Methods: To conduct our solution, we performed a profound analysis of the HEVC coding
standard, and then we designed software that precisely retrieves all needed data from video files. The
software was created in C# language in order to allow for the analysis of big sized XML files. The
other programs were created in Matlab software. They contain file converters and ANN video quality
predictor which perform prediction of quality values on the basis of extracted parameters values. Tests
were performed on 560 sample video files.
Results: ANN provided very good results in quality prediction. All experiments showed that for
all tested quality metrics presents very good fit. The highest correlation coefficient R is for VIFP
quality metric and is averagely equal to R= 0,992.
Conclusions: Summarizing presented approach for extraction video parameters and quality
prediction can be implemented in real experiments. Provided testing conditions allow to achieve for
satisfying results.

Keywords: Artificial Neural Network, Video Coding Standard, Video Quality Assessment,
Video Quality Prediction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays videos are significant part of media communication, since most of the information
are relayed via television, Internet etc., and video is the easiest and quickest way to make information
understandable. There have been huge developments in multimedia, since there is a need for
improving quality of video and speed in transferring them. Increasing prevalence of mobile devices
forces many stakeholders to put a lot of efforts to increase quality of their multimedia services.
This thesis presents contribution into development of no reference bitstream based video quality
assessment prediction for state of the art video coding standard.
This chapter is organized as follows. First Section 1.1, shortly introduces video compression,
and then in Section 1.2 is presented an overview of HEVC standard. Section 1.3 presents the
background of Video Quality Assessment (VQA) methods. Next Section 1.4 introduces related works
for this thesis. Further sections present motivation and objectives of the thesis (1.5), research questions
(1.6) and thesis outline (1.7).

1.1 Video Compression
Video files are transferred in real or non-real time, stored on data storage devices, etc. They
differentiate between each other in accordance demanded transfer speed or required amount of free
space on displayer. By the end of 2013 mobile video traffic was 53 % and mobile video predicted to
achieve 69 % of total mobile data traffic by the end 2018 [1] and this is a reason to make it faster and
easier by decreasing file sizes to minimum. For this very reason, the idea of video compression was
established, that is intended to adjust video file to required method of data transfer by means of
decreasing number of bits in original file and expressing the exact same information without minimum
or no loss. The very important factor is to maintain high quality of compressed video file. Video
quality is defined as a similarity measurement of original and compressed video file, where the highest
possible similarity is demanded. Video quality assessment is performed by end-user perceptually, from
this side, size of video file is irrelevant. Video compression is divided into lossless compression,
which allows exact reconstruction of original video file after compression and lossy one, which cannot
reconstruct it identically, but significant information and features are maintained. However in lossy
compression, problem of video distortions and compression artifacts occurs. These effects are caused
by discarding some of the data, in order to adjust a signal to limitation of file size or data transfer. In
the situation when established or demanded limitation is not sufficient to recreate original file, then
diminishing of quality, or introduction of artifacts appear. This degradation of a video quality may
occur during capturing, compression, transmission and displaying [2]. In order to minimize distortion
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effects, there were established video coding standards, which ensure effective compression
performance.
HEVC is the most recent video compression format and it is a next coding standard after
Advanced Video Coding (H.264/MPEG-4 AVC). They were both developed by the ISO/IEC Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) and ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) [3][4]. The need to
provide more advanced standards is caused by growing quality of the video files and hence their sizes.
This results in the growing need to develop coding standards, in order to receive the files of small size
and sufficiently high quality. HEVC fulfills this requirement and, in comparison with AVC, doubles
the compression efficiency and also increases data loss prevention [3].
AVC standard was very innovative compared to previous standards [5]. The final draft was
provided in 2003 and then many extensions have been added in subsequent editions [5]. Nowadays
H.264 is the most common video standard, which is used in web software like the Adobe Flash Player
and Microsoft Silverlight and also in High Definition TV. All video files saved on Blu-ray Discs are
decoded in this standard. Also the most important video-sharing websites use this standard in theirs
video files, e.g. YouTube, Vimeo and iTunes[3].
Even though AVC is still the major video coding standard and its capabilities fulfill most of the
demands, it has to be replaced by more innovative standard. Development of the mobile applications
which requires HD formats and commonness of the mobile devices connected to the network have to
be supported by better developed coders. HEVC was designed mainly to fulfill these needs and to
increase video resolution combined with high quality.

1.2 HEVC encoder
Coding video files by HEVC encoder is a very complex process, but in general, it can be
simplified into six steps: partitioning, prediction, motion compensation, transformation, filtering and
entropy coding. It can be noticed on HEVC encoder schema on Fig. 1, where white blocks refer to
encoder and grey blocks refer to decoding process.
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Fig. 1 HEVC encoder (with decoding part shaded in gray) [3]

Another important issue is the fact that video signal should be represented in YUV (YCbCr)
format with 4:2:0 sampling. The Y component is luma and U (Cb) and V (Cr) are chroma components,
which means for each 4 luma sample there are 2 chroma samples.

Fig. 2 4:2:0 sampling [6]

1.2.1 Partitioning
Partitioning is splitting each picture into block-shaped regions called CTUs in three possible
sizes: 16×16, 32×32, and 64×64 of luma samples. For the video sequence the same size is defined for
all CTUs in sequence parameter set. Each CTU consists of three CTBs, one luma and two chroma
components and associated syntax elements, but still each CTB has the same size as CTU. Then each
CTB is split into CB in one of four possible sizes 2N×2N, for N = 4, 8, 16, 32 of luma samples. The
most important unit, at this level, is CU since it is a decision making point of prediction type. CU is
one luma and two chroma CBs and associated syntax elements, so it is similar to CTU into CTB
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division. The next step is segmentation of the CUs for prediction units and a tree of transformation
units, which is provided separately.

1.2.2 Prediction
There are a few types of prediction: intra prediction, inter prediction or skipped prediction. A
non-split CU is a Prediction Unit (PU) which can be sub-partitioned into 8 different modes presented
on Fig. 3, where M is the number of samples in the unit. There are symmetric modes (first row in the
picture), for both intra and inter prediction, and anti-symmetric modes (second row in the picture),
only for inter prediction [7].

Fig. 3 Modes of splitting CU into PB [3]

Intra prediction is characterized by the reference pixels in the current frame. There are 33
possible prediction directions (Fig.4) and two alternative prediction methods: the Planar Mode and
Intra DC. The Planar mode uses average values of two linear predictions using four corner reference
samples [3], and Intra DC uses an average value of reference samples [3].

Fig. 4 33 Intra prediction directions [8]

Inter-prediction is characterized by the reference pixels in the future and past frames. It involves
selecting a prediction region, generating a prediction block and subtracting it from the original block
of samples to form a residual that is then coded and transmitted [6] [9].
4

In the skip mode no changes are made in prediction or other coding steps and there is no motion
information, hence motion information from past or future frames is reused [10].

1.2.3 Motion compensation
Motion compensation process involves three basic steps [3]:
1. Finding closely matching block for current PB in a reference frame.
2. Producing residual signal by subtracting current block with “best-matched” block.
3. Specifying the motion vector, which is a relative position of the best matching block. In Inter
prediction it has to be specified which one of the pictures is the reference one. Two lists are
constructed and they are called reference picture list 0 and list 1. A reference picture index has
to be used to identify a particular picture in one of these lists. For uni-prediction, a picture can
be selected from either one of these lists and for bi-prediction two pictures are selected, one
from each list.
Then the residual signal with the motion vector is further transformed.

1.2.4 Transformation
The transformation process is similar to the one used in previous standard. It can be divided
into three basic steps [6][3]:
1. Partitioning into Transform Units (TU) – the residual signal is divided into transform blocks
(TB) and it begins at CU level which means luma TB has the same size as luma CB, and then
may be split into smaller luma TBs. The possible sizes are 4×4, 8×8, 16×16 and 32×32.
2. DCT transform – the block of residual samples is transformed using 2-D Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) by applying 1-D transform in the horizontal and vertical directions. The
output of the transform is the block of the DCT coefficients.
3. Quantization – the block of the DCT coefficients is quantized, i.e., each coefficient is divided by
an integer value, called quantization parameter (QP). The range of the QP is defined from 0 to
51. In order to decrease memory needs, only quantization matrices of sizes 4×4, 8×8 are used,
for bigger matrices, an 8×8 scaling matrix is used by sharing values within 2×2, 4×4
coefficients groups.

1.2.5 Entropy Coding
The entropy coding method used in HEVC is Context - Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding
(CABAC). This method was used in prior standard and it was characterized by best compression
efficiency. CABAC method selects probability models for each syntax element according to the
element’s context, with adaptation of the probability estimates based on local statistics and the usage
5

of the arithmetic coding [6]. Before CABAC process realization, Adaptive Coefficients Scanning has
to be provided. HEVC standard employs three methods of scanning: diagonal up-right (Z-scan),
horizontal and vertical scans (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Coefficient scanning methods: (a) Z-scan, (b) Horizontal scan, (c) Vertical scan [3]

The selection of the method is based on the Intra prediction directions. If the directions are
mostly horizontal, this scan method is used, if directions are mostly vertical, then vertical scan method
is provided, otherwise Z-scan is used. For Inter prediction 4×4 diagonal up-right scan method is
provided exclusively.
The next step, before actual coding, is binarization of the transform coefficients, that is
conversion of the coefficients into binary code prior to arithmetic coding [6].

1.2.6 Filtering
Two filtering operations are provided before writing the output to reference memory:
1. Deblocking filter (DBF) – operated only on 8×8 block boundaries with 4-sample units. The
DBF function is to reduce the blocking artifacts caused by block-based coding.
2. Sampling Adaptive Offset (SAO) – it is completely new in video coding and its function is
modification of the decoded samples by conditionally adding an offset value to each sample
after the application of DBF, based on values in look-up tables transmitted by the encoder [3].

1.2.7 Slices and Tiles
HEVC defines two kinds of picture segmentations (Fig. 6) [3]:
1. Slices are a sequence of CTUs which allow raster scan during encoding. Each picture can be
divided into one or several slices. Slices are self-contained and can be coded separately using
one of three types:


I slice – all CUs are coded using Intra prediction.



P slice – CUs can be coded using Intra prediction or Inter prediction with uniprediction motion compensation.
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B slice – CUs can be coded using Intra prediction or Inter prediction with uniprediction or bi-prediction motion compensation.
The objective of providing slices is resynchronization after data losses.

2. Tiles are also a sequence of CTUs, but in rectangular shaped regions. They are employed in
HEVC in order to use a parallel processing architecture for coding.
Each slice can contain multiple tiles, and vice versa - each tile can contain multiple slices.

Fig. 6 Segmentation of the picture into Slices (left) and Tiles (right).

1.3 Video Quality Assessment
As high perceptual video quality is demanded nowadays, many efforts were put to develop
Video Quality Assessment (VQA) methods. One of them is presented in this thesis. Below is
presented overview of quality metric methods which allow understanding basis of the proposed
prediction model.

1.3.1 Overview of Video Quality Assessment methods
Assessment of video quality can be conducted in two ways, subjective and objective. Subjective
assessment is mostly conducted in a laboratory experiment, where human viewers assess different
videos by scoring each of them in a questionnaire. Results are computed as mean opinion score
(MOS). This solution is very complex and expensive and this is a reason for using objective methods
instead. Objective methods are designed to estimate MOS value with high accuracy [2].
Objective video quality estimation methods can be further divided into three groups: full
reference, reduced reference and no reference metrics [2].


Full reference methods – calculate impairments between original video and coded video
on the basis of comparison of these two videos.



Reduced reference methods – have no access to original video, use only a reduced
information about original video, such as some features values or characteristics.



No reference methods –have no access to original video, use only information of distorted
video file.
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Pixel based methods – estimation is performed on basis of statistics derived from
pixel-based features.



Bitstream based methods – estimation of video quality is made on the basis of
bitstream parameters and achieved features values such as motion vectors, coding
modes, QP values.



Hybrid methods – combination of two previous methods. Chosen features for
extraction from bitstream and pixel domain depend on requirements of specific case.

Fig. 7 Overview of VQA methods in respect of No Reference Bitstream Based Methods [2]

This thesis presents realization of no reference bitstream based method of VQA, therefore in
Fig.7 ordination of VQA methods in respect of no reference bitstream based methods is presented.

Fig. 8 A basic scheme used for no reference bitstream based VQA methods [2]
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In Fig. 8 general structure of bitstream based methods is presented. In respect of information
level which was used for processing these methods can be further divided into three groups [12]:


Parametric Planning Model – uses the lowest amount of information and perform coarse
estimation of video quality on the basis of bitrate, codec type and packet loss rate.



Parametric Packet Layer Model–has access to packet header of the bitstream and can
extract features values such as bitrate on sequence or frame level, frame rate and type,
and packet loss rate.



Bitstream Layer Model – has access to packet header and payload so can use all data in
video bitstream. Besides features aforementioned there are QP values, motion vectors,
DCT coefficients etc. It is allowed to perform any kind of analysis except those based
on pixel data.

1.3.2 Video Quality Assessment Methods
The following quality assessment methods will be provided in further presented designed
prediction model: General Video Quality Metric (VQM), Perceptual Video Quality Metric (PVQM),
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Single Scale Structural Similarity (SSIM) and Visual Information
Fidelity in Pixel Domain (VIFP) and they are described in next sections.
1. Perceptual Video Quality Metric (PVQM)
Perceptual Video Quality Metric is objective quality metric. It measures the perceptual quality
and is defined as a linear combination of three distortion indicators which are edginess, temporal
decorrelation and color error [13].


Edginess is calculated on the basis of a local gradient filter for the luminance signal of
both the reference and processed video signal.



Temporal decorrelation is a subtraction of the correlation between the current and
previous frame from the one for the reference video luminance frames.



Color error is the maximum of the original color saturation and processed video signal.

All of these indicators combined create a weighted linear model to obtain video quality rating.
2. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
PSNR is computed on the basis of Mean Squared Error (MSE) in each frame and it is
formulated as:
ࡼࡿࡺࡾ ൌ  ή ࢍ

ࡹࢄࡵ
ࡹࡿࡱ

[dB]

(1)
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where MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the image and MSE is the average of the
squared differences between the luminance values of corresponding pixels in two frames [14] and is
defined as:


ࡹ
ᇱ

ࡹࡿࡱ ൌ ࡺήࡹ σࡺ
ୀ σୀ൫ൣࢌሺǡ ሻ െ ࢌ ሺǡ ሻ ൧൯

(2)

where N×M is a size of frame, f(i,j) is the original frame and f ' (i,j) is the coded frame.
3. Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM)
Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) is a method of similarity computation between two
images. SSIM uses structural distortions to estimate perceptual distortion on the basis of luminance
comparisons which are defined as [13]:
ࡿࡿࡵࡹሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻ ൌ ሾሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻሿࢻ ή ሾࢉሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻሿࢼ ή ሾ࢙ሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻሿࢽ ǡ

(3)

where ȽǡȾǡɀ are importance coefficients and
ሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻ ൌ

ࣆ࢞ ࣆ࢟ ା
ࣆ࢞ ାࣆ࢟ ା

ǡ

(4)

where μx, μy are mean values of luminance samples of comprising signals x and y
࣌ ࣌ ା

࢞ ࢟

ࢉሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻ ൌ ࣌ା࣌
 ା ǡ
࢞



࢟

(5)

where σx, σy are standard deviation values of luminance samples of two images x and y
࣌ ା


ǡ
࢙ሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻ ൌ ࣌ ࢞࢟
࣌ ା
࢞ ࢟



(6)

where σxy is a covariance of luminance samples of two images x and y, and C1, C2 are stabilizing
constants and ܥଷ ൌ

మ
.
ଶ

When α=β=γ=1, then formula has a form:
ࡿࡿࡵࡹሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻ ൌ

൫ࣆ࢞ ࣆ࢟ ା ൯൫࣌࢞࢟ ା ൯
൫ࣆ࢞ ାࣆ࢟ ା ൯൫࣌࢞ ା࣌࢟ ା ൯

(7)

The local quality value is obtained after using following formula:
࢘
ࡿࡿࡵࡹ ൌ ࢃࢅ ή ࡿࡿࡵࡹࢅ  ࢃ࢈ ή ࡿࡿࡵࡹ࢈
  ࢃ࢘ ή ࡿࡿࡵࡹ ǡ

(8)

where WY, WCb, WCr are weights for Y, Cb and Cr components.
4. Visual Information Fidelity in Pixel Domain(VIFP)
Visual Information Fidelity in Pixel Domain (VIFP) is a video quality metric method based on
Human Visual System (HVS) [13]. This method quantifies the loss of image information to the
distortion process and explores the relationship between image information and visual quality [15].
The image that is used as a reference one contains information which could be ideally extracted by
human brain. The loss of that information in distorted image is quantified by using HVS. VIFP
realizes model of the natural images as Gaussian Scale Mixtures (GSM) in the wavelet domain.
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VIFP measure is defined as ratio of the visual information of distorted image to the visual
information of reference image.

1.4 Related work
In previous papers there were provided similar parameters analysis and quality estimators as the
ones presented in this thesis. Many tests were provided to find the most efficient method which could
be used to evaluate the video quality. One method which could be perfect for each case, does not exist.
Selection of the method depends on the considered application and the type of available information.
One of the most important features of all the methods is correlation between the results and perceptual
assessment of humans. The computational complexity of the method also has to be taken into account.
In paper [14] there is presented a method of no-reference quality predictor based on bitstream
parameters for H.264/MPEG-4 AVC. Only the parameters, which were expected to have a
contribution on quality value were extracted. Quality metrics used for this purpose were PSNR, SSIM,
PEVQ and NTIA VQM (the National Telecommunications and Information Administrations).The
predictor was built on the basis of multi-linear regression model to predict values of these coefficients.
Tests were performed on 168 training video sequences. The results showed that, on the basis of PSNR
metric and PEVQ metric, good precision was achieved. This method was destined for perceptual
quality metric prediction in streaming video and mobile TV applications, where reference is not
available.
In the study [16] there were created the learning machines for quality prediction on the basis of
extracted video bitstream parameters. The machine model was designed on kernel based learning
method Least Square-Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) and as an SVM, there was chosen Radial
Basis Function (RBF). Tests were performed on 120 training video sequences. The study showed
better results than for Artificial Neural Network (ANN) learning method [17].
All of the above mentioned tests were performed for H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard. Further
insights into NR features based perceptual quality estimation methods can be found in the doctoral
thesis by Shahid [18].
In the study [19] there was presented explanation for using SSIM metric for estimation of
quality value for the new HEVC standard. Another issue taken into account in this paper was practical
applications of SSIM in HEVC according to its wide developed block partitioning and wide range of
spatial resolutions.
Another study [20] presented a new video quality estimation method which is no-reference
PSNR. All changes were performed to adapt this method to new conditions, which were provided in
HEVC standard. This method is based on a Laplacian mixture distribution, which takes into
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consideration the distribution characteristics of residual transform coefficients in different quadtree
depths and coding types of coding units (CUs). The method was designed in order to use previous
assumption of basic PSNR method and make it applicable to new standards. Test results showed that
new version of PSNR is significantly more effective than the previous one.

1.5 Motivation and objective of the thesis
The motivation should focus on the need of investigation of bitstream-based features of HEVC
encoded videos for quality estimation, as it is newly emerged standard and not much work has been
done in this area.
Regarding above presented motivation, the objectives of this thesis are as follows:


Profound analysis of HEVC encoding configuration parameters impact on quality of
decoded video files.



Creating software for extracting parameters from decoded video files.



Using quality metrics appropriate to HVS.



Designing a video quality predictor.

1.6 Research questions
The following research questions will be given priority to:

1. Which bitstream-based features have impact on quality of decoded video files?
2. How do bitstream-based features influence quality of decoded video files?
3. How does a designed predictor based on Artificial Neural Network perform in respect of video
quality assessment?

4. Which Video Quality Assessment method presents the best performance in quality prediction?
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1.7 Thesis structure
Thesis report is organized in the following order:
Chapter 1 describes all introduction information about presented thesis. That information can be
very helpful to fully understand any topic and any problem which is related to this thesis. Firstly, each
part of HEVC standard with encoding and decoding process is described. Then basic information
about quality metrics are presented, with simple explanation of those metric and evaluation values of
those which are used to future quality prediction in this thesis. It contains a preface to the major topic
of thesis and a description of related works which were used in reference. Also motivation and aim of
provided thesis are shortly presented.
Chapter 2 contains the problem description presented in the thesis with justification of the
method used to solve this problem.
Chapter 3 explains methodology of proposed solution of the parameters extracting issue and
describes all scripts the program used to provide it. First, there is a description of all parameters
retrieved from HEVC coded video files with information about their influence on coding efficiency. In
the following part of this chapter all program scripts created for analysis of the results are presented
and profoundly described with their methodology and purpose of providing them.
Chapter 4 presents the process of quality prediction. There are presented information of input
variables type, description of the artificial neural network used for prediction and description of the
outputs. At the end there is shown analysis of the results and description of the performed test.
Chapter 5 concludes the whole thesis and summarizes all of the topics taken into consideration.
There are also described about the advantages of this solution and each drawback, which can cause
inconveniences during data processing. Several proposals of improvements are also presented, as well
as possible future work.
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2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The most important feature of the videos is the highest perceptual quality at possible minimum
bitrate. Video compression is no longer achieved at the expense of quality. With the evolution of video
decoders, there is a possibility to achieve better and better results, both capacitive and qualitative.
However, it is still necessary to test existing encoders, in order to obtain the best results from the
existing tools. Except efficient tool, perfect adjustment of the encoding configuration parameters of
videos has impact on quality assessment results. On the basis of existing coded video files, an analysis
can be performed to reveal which parameters, how and to what extent influence the quality of video.
Another issue is video quality metric method, which should be suitable for this assessment.
Considering that video files are received by human vision system (HVS), in this regard there should be
performed a video quality assessment. HVS is not perfect and evaluates quality of videos
disproportionately compared to objective assessment made by computer; hence there is a need of
usage of appropriate quality metric methods, which were designed to work similarly to HVS.
All of the above mentioned issues provided to state an overall problem described below.
General problem which this thesis deals with is retrieving appropriate parameters from HEVC
decoded video to use them in prediction of quality values in future HEVC encoded video files in order
to ensure high quality of decoded video according to HVS.
Above mentioned problem statement can be divided into a few smaller issues, solutions of
which determine the basis of presented project. These problems can be described as follows:
1. Profound analysis of HEVC coding standard.
In order to retrieve appropriate parameters from decoded video file, there has to be provided
complete analysis of the file itself and coding process with all improvements that were made in
comparison to previous standards. A full research of previous standards and their crucial coding
features, with emphasis on quality prediction, could be very helpful. However some new features, the
ones that appeared only in this new standard, can have an impact on the quality of videos, so they
should also be taken into consideration.
2. Extraction of the parameters values from decoded video files bitstreams.
When analysis of parameters has been performed, the next step should be designing a software
which allows to extract this information from video files. These data are saved to XML files, which
are characterized by need of using big memory capacity to contain such a huge amount of data,
sometimes it exceeds above 1 GB memory. So then the software in question has to deal with these
large files and also with correct interpretation of XML file structure. Last thing demanded from the
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software is to save extracted data properly into a new *.csv file with readable organization of file
structure.
3. Appropriate preparation of those parameters into further analysis.
Another issue concerns about the proper preparation of the retrieved data for further processing.
Data structure should be changed and converted to other file formats, in order to simplify future
implementation of data to another software.
4. Designing ANN for quality prediction.
This issue is crucial for solving the above described thesis problem. In order to ensure
reasonable quality prediction results this quality predictor has to fulfill a set of requirements. First of
all, the predictor has to deal with huge amount of features which could have an influence on video
quality. The next issue is huge amount of tested files, which differ between each other. Additionally
the quality values from different quality metric methods have to be taken into account.
5. Analysis of the results.
In order to ensure reliable results, there were provided set of experiments for each condition.
Analysis had to be performed on the basis of these tests results. Experiments were run five times to
increase credibility of the results.
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3 EXTRACTING PARAMETERS FROM CODED VIDEOS
In this chapter there is presented a description of all our work to solve stated problem regarding
extracting parameters from coded video files in this thesis with methodology, proposition of solution
and full analysis of performed activities.

3.1 Methodology
The designed project was divided into a few steps, which are as follows:

1. Transformation of the *.265 format video files into .xml files.
2. Definition of extracted parameters.
3. Using an .xml file in a proprietary software for extraction and separation of data.
4. Writing the data into two .csv files with the division into slices and into frames separately.

3.2 Definition of the extracted parameters
Extracted parameters were chosen on the basis of analysis of encoder parameters [21] and
analysis of decoded video xml file.

3.2.1 List of parameters on Slice level
Parameters, which are extracted from video coded bitstream are assigned for each slice
separately. Slices are arranged in the order they appear in the file in the column called “Slice No”.
These parameters are as following:

1. number_of_Cus – it is a number of CUs in which a slice is divided to,
2. INTRA[%] – it is a percentage of the Intra coded blocks in a slice,
3. 2Nx2N_I[%]– it is a percentage of the Intra coded blocks in a slice partitioned 2Nx2N size,
4. NxN_I[%]– it is a percentage of the Intra coded blocks in a slice partitioned NxN size,
5. INTER with SKIP[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter combined with Skip coded blocks in a
slice,

6. INTER_P[%] – it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice,
7. INTER_B[%] - it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice,
8. 2Nx2N_P[%]– it is a percentage of the Intra coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned 2Nx2N size,

9. 2NxN_P[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned 2NxN size,
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10. Nx2N_P[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned Nx2N size,

11. NxN_P[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned NxN size,

12. 2NxnU_P[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned 2NxnU size,

13. 2NxnD_P[%] – it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned 2NxnD size,

14. nLx2N_P[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned nLx2N size,

15. nRx2N_P[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with uni-prediction P in a slice
partitioned nRx2N size,

16. 2Nx2N_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned 2Nx2N size,

17. 2NxN_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned 2NxN size,

18. Nx2N_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned Nx2N size,

19. NxN_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned NxN size,

20. 2NxnU_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned 2NxnU size,

21. 2NxnD_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned 2NxnD size,

22. nLx2N_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned nLx2N size,

23. nRx2N_B[%]– it is a percentage of the Inter coded blocks with bi-prediction B in a slice
partitioned nRx2N size,

24. SKIP[%]– it is a percentage of Skip coded blocks in a slice,
25. AvgMVx – it is an average value of Motion Vector in x direction in a slice,
26. AvgMVy – it is an average value of Motion Vector in x direction in a slice,
27. stdDevMVx – it is a standard deviation of absolute value of Motion Vector in x direction in a
slice,

28. stdDevMVy – it is a standard deviation of absolute value of Motion Vector in y direction in a
slice,

29. VarMVx – it is a variance of absolute value of Motion Vector in x direction in a slice,
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30. VarMVY – it is a variance of absolute value of Motion Vector in y direction in a slice,
31. AvgQP – it is an average value of Quantization Parameter assigned to each CUs in a slice,
32. DevQP – it is a standard deviation value of Quantization Parameter assigned to each CUs in a
slice,

33. VarQP – it is a variance value of Quantization Parameter assigned to each CUs in a slice,
34. max_CU_size (8x8-64x64) – it is a maximum value of CU in a slice,
35. min_CU_size (8x8-64x64) – it is a minimum value of CU in a slice,
36. is_bipredictive – it is a binary value saying if a bi-predictive coding B is used or not in a slice,
37. AvgQP_i– it is an average value of Quantization Parameter in Intra coded blocks in a slice,
38. DevQP_i– it is a standard deviation value of Quantization Parameter in Intra coded blocks in a
slice,

39. VarQP_i– it is a variance value of Quantization Parameter in Intra coded blocks in a slice,
40. AvgQP_p– it is an average value of Quantization Parameter in Inter coded blocks (both P and B
prediction) in a slice,

41. DevQP_p– it is a standard deviation value of Quantization Parameter in Inter coded blocks
(both P and B prediction) in a slice,

42. VarQP_p– it is a variance value of Quantization Parameter in Inter coded blocks (both P and B
prediction) in a slice,

43. AvgMVx_small_cu – it is an average value of Motion Vector in x direction for CU of size equal
or less than 16x16 in a slice,

44. AvgMVy_small_cu – it is an average value of Motion Vector in y direction for CU of size equal
or less than 16x16 in a slice,

45. stdDevMVx_small_cu – it is a standard deviation of Motion Vector in x direction for CU of size
equal or less than 16x16 in a slice,

46. stdDevMVy_small_cu – it is a standard deviation value of Motion Vector in y direction for CU
of size equal or less than 16x16 in a slice,

47. VarMVx_small_cu – it is a variance value of Motion Vector in x direction for CU of size equal
or less than 16x16 in a slice,

48. VarMVY_small_cu – it is a variance value of Motion Vector in y direction for CU of size equal
or less than 16x16 in a slice.
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3.2.2 List of parameters on Frame level
Some of the extracted parameters are referred to frames, not to slices, and they are arranged in
their own order called Index POC. These parameters are as follows:

1. No of Slices in Frame – it is the number of slices in a frame,
2. No of Ref Frames – it is the number of frames which this frame refer to,
3. Average QP in Frame – it is a ratio of average value of Quantization Parameter over number of
all slices in a frame,

4. Average QP of Ref Frames in Frame – it is a ratio of average value of Quantization Parameter
of frames used as reference frames in a frame,

5. Max avg QP of Ref Frames in Frame – it is a maximum value of average value of Quantization
Parameter of frames used as reference frames in a frame (maximum value of feature 4).

3.2.3 Possible impact of the extracted parameters on the Video Quality
Most of the extracted parameters are similar to each other since they refer to the same coding
parameters, therefore they can be divided into several groups. All the elements of each group refer to
the same encoding configuration parameters and they have similar impact on coding efficiency.
Afterwards higher coding efficiency has direct influence on the quality of coded video. The
dependence of coding efficiency and video quality can be justified by the fact that the increased
efficiency delivers better results during decoding video files and lower distortion of reconstructed
images and these, in turn ensure high video quality. Information about impacts those parameters into
quality of video and coding efficiency can be found in [22].
These groups and their impact on coding efficiency for slice level table may be as follows:

1. Number of Coding Unit (CU)– (feat. 1) – lower number of CU simplified the CODEC process,
because for each of them there is provided separate prediction process, so the need of
computation decreases with smaller amount of CUs.

2. Prediction Modes (PM) – (feat. 2, 5-7, 24) – this information is important to verify modes of
prediction. The most important information is percentage of Skip prediction in a slice. This
prediction should be frequently used (especially for B prediction) since it significantly reduces
number of bits to be coded.

3. Prediction Units (PU) – (feat. 3-4, 8-23) – this information could be used in further analysis
using quality metrics. The bigger size of PU simplifies the prediction and hence reduction of
needed computation.

4. Motion Vector (MV) coordinates – (feat. 25-30) -information about MV coordinates can be
used for further analysis using quality metrics.
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5. Value of Quantization Parameter (QP) – (feat. 31-33, 37-42)– higher QP value causes more
distortion for the encoded image, so the lowest as possible value of QP is desirable to ensure
high coding efficiency.

6. Presence of B-prediction – (feat. 36) – it is the most demanding computation process but on the
other hand it is the most precise prediction mode in coding picture.

7. Size of Coding Unit (CU) – (feat. 34-35) – the information about size of CUs is necessary to
assess coding efficiency, because there should be as high as possible number of bigger size
CU to simplify the computation during CODEC process.

8. QP and MV for small CU – (feat. 43-48) – CUs of small sizes (equal or less than 16x16) are not
desirable in the coding process, so profound analysis of their MVs is needed.
However for frame level table the parameters which have their own impact on video quality are:

1. Number of slices in a frame – (feat. 1) – high number of slices in a frame decreases compression
performance.

2. Number of reference frames in a frame – (feat. 2) – higher number of reference frames ensure
better encoding and compression performance.

3. Quantization Parameter – (feat. 3-5) – Value of QP has a significant influence on video quality,
since high value of QP can cause bigger distortion in decoding picture (in reference to original
picture) than lower value of QP. It is important then to check how high QP is in a frame and
since most of the frames use other frames as reference ones, there is a need to verify the QP
value of those reference frames. The maximum value of average QP of reference frame has
considerable impact, because it points a possibility of distortion level in decoding picture.
Presented impact on coding efficiency

3.3 Decoding video files
Since all tested video files were coded with Encoder HM v11.1, the decoding process was
provided with the modified version of the software provided on database available on [23] created by
VQEG. In order to simplify working with big amount of files needed to be decoded, some batch
scripts were created to automate whole decoding process.

3.3.1 Structure of XML file with video bitstream parameters content
Each XML file contains all the video encoding parameters in the order in which CUs are
scanned. All parameters are subsequently described in accordance with the established structure.
Below are three sample portions of an XML file in order to clarify all the denotations.
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Part 1:
This XML fragment shows the initial information, which are placed in the beginning of each file
of this type i.e. XML declaration (version of the XML file and how it is encoded). Subsequent lines
depict following markups with their content.
<HEVCTrace version="1"> - information of relation of the file content,
<PPS> - Picture Parameter Set, it may contain information about the number of tiles, the

location and spatial dimensions of each tile [24].
<QP> - Quantization Parameter value
<QPCbOffset>,<QPCrOffset>- information about Chroma offset,
<Slice poc="0" QP="46"> - it is information about the number of frame and its QP value
<SliceType>- it is the type of slice which refers to GOP,
<CU X="0" Y="0" Size="64"> - this markup contains information about Coding Unit,

with its coordinates of location in a frame and size of CU.
<PredMode>- for this markup, content has information about Prediction Mode used in that CU

(without extra information, this CU is equal to PU)
<?xmlversion="1.0"encoding="utf-8"?>
<HEVCTraceversion="1">
<PPS>
<QP>26</QP>
<QPCbOffset>0</QPCbOffset>
<QPCrOffset>0</QPCrOffset>
</PPS>
<Slicepoc="0" QP="46">
<SliceType>SLICE_TYPE_I</SliceType>
<CUX="0"Y="0"Size="64">
<PredMode>INTRA</PredMode>
<QP>46</QP>
</CU>
</Slice>

Part 2:
In the following passage of XML file appears a different mode of prediction than above, which
is associated with additional parameters that need to be clarified.
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<MotionVector list="0"> - it contains information about which list of picture this

motion vector refers to. If there is just one picture in the list, then this index implicitly has the value 0
[3].
<RefPOC> - it is information about which frame this particular frame refers to. More

precisely, from which frame motion vector gathers information to apply for predicting the samples in
this block. Number in the content of this markup refers to <Slice poc>,
<X>,<Y> -they are coordinates of motion vector,
<Slice poc="-2" QP="48">
<SliceType>SLICE_TYPE_B</SliceType>
<CU X="0"Y="0"Size="64">
<PredMode>SKIP</PredMode>
<MotionVectorlist="0">
<RefPOC>0</RefPOC>
<X>0</X>
<Y>0</Y>
</MotionVector>
<MotionVectorlist="1">
<RefPOC>0</RefPOC>
<X>0</X>
<Y>0</Y>
</MotionVector>
</CU>

Part 3:
Last passage of XML file shows yet another different type of prediction in CU which demands
one more feature, with the following markups.
<PredictionMode>- it is an information about mode of sub-partitioning CU into PUs,
<PU idx="0">- it represents an index of set of motion parameters, which is used for prediction

of luma PB and chroma PBs [25]
<CU X="448" Y="448" Size="32">
<PredMode>INTER</PredMode>
<PredictionMode>Nx2N_P</PredictionMode>
<PU idx="0">
<MotionVectorlist="0">
<RefPOC>0</RefPOC>
<X>12</X>
<Y>3</Y>
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</MotionVector>
</PU>
<PU idx="1">
<MotionVectorlist="0">
<RefPOC>4</RefPOC>
<X>4</X>
<Y>1</Y>
</MotionVector>
<MotionVectorlist="1">
<RefPOC>4</RefPOC>
<X>3</X>
<Y>4</Y>
</MotionVector>
</PU>
<QP>47</QP>
</CU>
</Slice>
</HEVCTrace>

3.4 Parameters computation of coded video files
3.4.1 Introduction and overview of created software
In order to extract required information from XML file, there was created a dedicated
application. At the beginning the application was written in C++, but this environment does not
provide such support for XML files handling. Library Rapid XML provided for cooperation with
XML files is insufficient to calculate statistic parameters that were required for prediction model. In
effect, programming language has been changed to C#. .NET programming environment supports
coding by powerful interface Language-Integrated Query Framework (LINQ) for XML, which allows
to create multi-conditional queries. LINQ syntax has similar structure to SQL; thereby it appears to be
a perfect tool for this application.
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Fig. 9 Extracting parameter software scheme

In Fig.10 is presented general framework of designed software for extracting parameters from
coded video bitstream as XML file. Methodology of presented solution is clear and simple, but
calculation of numerous parameters (which are described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) may cause
inconveniences during usage.

3.4.2 Parameters calculation
The application created uses LINQ to XML interface as a main tool to access and analyze
handled XML files. Included mechanisms enable finding specified information easily and help to
avoid mistakes. Below is presented the way how parameters are calculated.
Firstly, there are created collections of elements that satisfy specified condition. In example
below there is a code line to aggregation of all CU’s from proceeded slice that use prediction in
INTRA mode, the following command is used:
varcollection_of_INTRA = from b inx.Descendants("PredMode") whereb.Value ==
"INTRA"select b;
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In presented line, there were selected items from “x” object (“x” is one slice branch in XML)
that satisfy condition “PredMode = INTRA” and they were stored in variable “collection_of_intra”.
In this way, we collect all types of CU’s (2Nx2N_I, NxN_I etc.). Then it is possible to easily get
information about the number of items by method “.Count()" .
For parameters based on QP value and Motion Vectors, firstly there are aggregated all
descendants that satisfy condition – or without any condition to collect all objects. In example below
there is a code line to collect Motion Vectors of all CU’s:
varcollection_of_MotionVector = from c inx.Descendants("MotionVector") select c;

or CU’s with condition about size (size must be less than 16px):
varcollection_of_smallCU = from c inx.Descendants("CU")
whereInt16.Parse(c.Attribute("Size").Value) <= Int16.Parse("16") select c;

Then, there are created lists of values that are required for analysis. In above example for
Motion Vector we need to collect all X and Y values for statistical purposes. It is realized as presented
below:
List<double>X_Tab = (from c
incollection_of_MotionVectorselectConvert.ToDouble(c.Element("X").Value)).ToList();

There is created a list of all Motion Vectors X values of processed Slice.
After that, there are collections of final values that need to be analyzed. For average values there
is used:
StatList[StatList.Count - 1].average_QP = Qp_Tab.Average();

“Qp_Tab” is the table of all QP values (collections are in advice mapped into tables). “
.Average()” method calculate average value of all table elements and store it in “StatList” variable. At
the end of calculations, StatList is mapped into “Slice_analysis_results” variable.

3.4.3 Functional constraints
The main limitation of presented application usage is hardware of computer. The application
needs a lot of operational memory for large files. In practice, it is possible to perform analysis for
XML files of size 600MB in PC equipped by 16 GB of RAM memory. The issue is that LINQ
framework loads the whole file into operational memory. What is more, the file is previously parsed
what significantly multiplies required free space of operational memory. The reason is that XML file
standard is not desired for database purposes usage and mechanisms of LINQ are not intended to work
with such amount of data. In effect, OS Windows stops application and reports an error. By the same
reason, the problem could occur while processing huge amount of files at once using auto-mode
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version of application. In future work, this feature can be improved by changing LINQ framework to
other methods of analysis.

4 VIDEO QUALITY PREDICTION
In this chapter solution description of quality prediction issue with methodology, proposition of
solution and full analysis of performed activities are presented.

4.1 Methodology
The designed project was divided into a few steps, which are as follows:

1. Definition of input data to quality prediction.
2. Designing a regression model to create a quality predictor based on ANN.
3. Testing of interpretative method of the results for use in future video coding.
4. Analysis of the final results.

4.2 Definition
The quality predictor is represented as a mapping function:
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4.3 Model of quality predictor
This mapping function is designed using artificial neural network, which is relatively simple and
ensures satisfactory results with non-linear problems and large number of input variables. Fig. 10
shows a model of presented ANN quality predictor.

Fig. 10 Model of quality predictor based on ANN [4]

Scheme on Fig. 10 presents general overview of the prediction process. This process can be
described with following steps:

1. There were taken 10 video source sequences out of which 560 test videos were generated by
following different codec settings.

2. All of the video files were assessed with different objective quality metrics, which are PSNR,
SSIM, PVQM, VQM and VIFP.

3. All of these videos were also decoded and coding parameters were retrieved from them (which
are described in Section 4.2.2).

4. Next step was designing ANN training model, which as input uses values of extracted features
and as a target uses quality metric values. This model is described in more detailed manner in
Section 5.1.1.

5. For each quality metric, the quality prediction was provided separately.
6. For each video, the results of video quality values are achieved separately.
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4.4 Extracted Parameters
After analyzing the data from an XML file and retrieving them into CSV files, there should be
provided further conversion of the results, which are performed in the Matlab software environment.
The objective of this conversion is to obtain values of extracted parameters at frame level and then at
video level..
Values of the features at frame level are just taken as a mean value of each parameter at slice
level, except:


number of CUs is a sum of them at slice level,



minimum CU is taken minimum of values at slice level,



maximum CU is taken maximum of values at slice level,



is_bipredictive feature contains condition to set 0 or 1 according to values of
B prediction parameters values.

Values of the features at video level were calculated in two ways:


Average values of features – they were taken as a mean value of each parameters at
frame level,



Results of Minkowski summation.

4.5 Multi-linear regression
The aim of providing multiple linear regression is modeling the relationship between one
dependent variable Y and several independent variables X [26].
The multi-linear regression model is typically formulated as:
࢟ ൌ ࢼ  ࢼ ࢞  ࢼ ࢞ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ࢼ ࢞

(9)

where  represents the dependent variable, β0, β1, β2,…, βk are the regression coefficients.
The multiple linear regression can also be represented in matrix format [26]:
࢟ ൌ ࢄࢼ  ࢿ
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In this thesisܻ is a quality value with corresponding quality metric, ݇ is a number of extracted
parameters, n is a number of vectors generated from video files regarding different video content and
codec setup and β is estimation parameters [14].
The purpose of this multi-linear model as a video quality predictor is to use extracted
parameters as a training data for classification, mapping and regression problem and then on the basis
of quality value use it to estimate β coefficients and then provide them to future video files [14] .
In this thesis there is designed ANN model to quality prediction since on the basis of previous
models for AVC coding standard [17], the results are anticipated to be highly correlated. Another
model of prediction, which could be taken into consideration is LASSO algorithm [27], but is more
complex and could be unable to deal with the possible non-linarites [17].

4.5.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
To estimate quality value by multi-regression method one can use Artificial Neural Network. It
is not a new approach to use ANN in video data processing, especially in reducing transfer and objectbased analysis prediction.
Neural network is a form of computer architecture inspired by biological neural networks but
there is no commonly accepted definition of the term Artificial Neural Network. ANN is generally
understood as a huge collection of simple processors (units, neurons etc.) where each of them possess
local memory at small capacity. Processors are connected by communication channels that transport
data, coded at specified way. Processor operation bases only on its local data and signals that it
receives [32]. Neural network technique thoroughly differs from traditional way of computing.
Below in Table 1 is presented a comparison ANN to the classic way of analysis:
Preparation of task
Way of data input
Structure of processing
Characteristic of analysis

Rule-based programming
design of algorithm
via programming
in sequence (serial)
high precision arithmetic

Algorithm storage

locked memory of RAM/ROM
locked RAM memory

Data storage

ANN technique
architecture selection
via training
parallel
simple non-linear
transformation at low precision
architecture of network and
values of weights and biases
signals in network

Table 1 Comparison of ANN with classic programming

The biggest advantage of ANN is that it answers to any provided input to network – designer
doesn’t need to predict every possible input data that may appear. By training process, the network is
learning to answer for specified vector input and to provide expected output. During operation,
the neural network answers also to a signal that it did not receive before – thanks to approximation
configured during ANN training.
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Below on Fig. 11 is presented architecture of ANN:

Fig. 11 Structure of Artificial Neural Network [29]

The feature mentioned above is very useful in video analysis and prediction because of the
variety of data that is used during data proceeding. It also accelerates speed of calculations and takes
into account data transfer errors. If ANN is designed properly (configured correct number of layers,
rightly trained by adequate patterns and selection of best activation function), it is able to provide
optimal result for very complicated queries that are commonly used in video processing and it is
possible to receive same result like using classic algorithm calculating technique.

4.5.2 Minkowski summation
When a situation appears where there is a need to consider many parameters at the same time,
Minkowski summation can be used. In video quality prediction there has to be performed a
combination of multiple parameters into one single estimation of perceived video quality [30].
Minkowski summation is defined as:
ࡼ 

ࡼ
ࡹ࢙࢝ ൌ ට σࡺ
ୀȁࢂ ȁ ǡ
ࡺ

(12)

where P is an exponent and Vi is a vector of parameters included into summation and N is a
number of elements in vector Vi.

4.5.3 Minkowski summation of parameters
Minkowski summation of parameters is a calculation of each feature at frame level according to
formula (12), where exponent P equals 1.3. Value of this exponent was adjusted on the basis of
experiment with linear regression model. This model was used to find the highest coefficient of
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determination ܴ ଶ between calculated parameters values, according to Minkowski summation formula
with different exponent values, and values of PVQM quality metric. Values of exponent P was taken
from range of value (0.1 – 9.0) with step equal 0.2.

4.5.4 ANN architecture
Artificial neural network was designed in Matlab software with toolbox “Neural network fitting
tool”. Below on Fig. 12 is presented a scheme of designed quality predictor.

Fig. 12 ANN scheme of designed quality predictor

Proposed ANN uses two-layer feed-forward network and can be described as follows:


Inputs – as an input there are taken values of 53 parameters at video level, for all 560
videos from 10 video sequences, taken as a mean, or as a result of Minkowski
summation, value of these parameters at frame level. 560 video files were divided into
training – 8 training video sequences, validation – 1 video sequence and test part – 1
video sequence.



Hidden layers – network contains 35 sigmoid hidden neurons, which were adjusted on
the basis of performed tests.



Output layer – network contains one linear output neuron.



Output – as an output there are achieved 560 predicted quality values.

The other parts of the network are :


Target – as a target there are used values of quality metrics which were obtained from
the same source as video files. Tests are performed for each metric separately, so that
there will be five experiments for both type of input.



Training – network is trained with Levenberg-Marquardt method. Files for training are
taken in division on sources and for this purpose are planned 9 video sources.



Validation – for validation there is taken one video source from training set (it is
automatically excluded from training).



Testing – one video source, which was not taken for training, is used as a testing set.
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For each type of quality metrics there is performed training for all combination of division
training set vs. testing set, which means it is a 10-iteration loop.

4.6 Tests and results
In order to assess quality predictor performance, there were performed set of tests, where the
results are described in this section. Testing conditions are as follows:


5 different quality metrics,



2 different types of input variables,



560 video samples in 10 different video sequences,



10 combinations of training, testing and validation samples in ANN model,



5 experiments for each quality metrics.

4.6.1 Description of testing video samples
For testing there were taken into account 560 various video files encoded in HEVC standard.
They differ in terms of duration, complexity of images and other features in order to provide optimal
results. The amount of the files was also as high as possible to ensure taking into consideration
multiplicity of possibilities.
For the tests there were used 10 different video sequences that are encoded in the HEVC
standard at different values of configuration parameters. All of these video files were also used to
assess quality of HEVC coding standard and they are similar to those used in AVC experiments [22].
Among them there are amateur files and professional recordings, images of nature and sports games,
animation, recording with a solid background and with a very variable background. A diverse set of
configuration parameters for encoding the files was selected in order to broaden the scope of the
usefulness of research and enable the matching results for multiple files with different encoding
settings.
Characterization of the video files used in the test is as follows:


560 files,



10 SRC different video sequences,



10 seconds movies,



25 frames per second (fps),



Encoded with HM v11.1,



Resolution – 960x544, 1280x720, 1920x1080,



Bitrate – 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 Mbps



QP values – 26, 32, 38, 46,
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Random access – Closed-GOP intra refresh (IDR), Open-GOP intra refresh (CRA)



GOP – 2 (IBPBPBPBP), 4 (IBBBPBBBP), 8 (IBBBBBBBP),



Intra period – 8, 16, 32, 64



Slice – Count: 1, 2, 4; Size: 1500 byte

All of these characteristics are contained in the name of each file used for testing. A more
precise description of the used video files can be found in [31] and is presented below in table 2:

src01

src02

src03

- animation

- basketball match

- basketball training

- zooming camera

- still camera

- moving camera

src06

src07

- scene of toys
- rotating camera

(changing light)

- landscape scene
- zooming camera

src05

- walking animal

- lying animal

- motion tracking

- three zoom camera

camera

position

src08

- people in laboratory
- still camera

src04

src09

src10

- 4 different scenes of

-scene of an escalator

animals in a zoo,

at the subway station

separate videos
- still camera

- amateur video
(shaking camera)

Table 2 Description of tested video files

4.6.2 Results
Results are presented as a values of correlation coefficient R, where R=1 means perfect
correlation, and plots of regression. Below is presented Table 2 which shows the performance of
proposed model by means of R values for each quality metric in all five trials and average measure of
them.
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Input
Quality
Metric
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Average

Average

Minkowski Summation

PSNR

PVQM

VQM

SSIM

VIFP

PSNR

PVQM

VQM

SSIM

VIFP

0,981
0,989
0,992
0,983
0,995
0,988

0,961
0,955
0,968
0,977
0,972
0,967

0,977
0,970
0,979
0,982
0,974
0,977

0,954
0,969
0,973
0,974
0,961
0,966

0,976
0,993
0,988
0,990
0,993
0,988

0,987
0,982
0,991
0,990
0,990
0,988

0,968
0,985
0,964
0,985
0,974
0,975

0,982
0,984
0,982
0,984
0,971
0,981

0,980
0,983
0,972
0,977
0,989
0,980

0,989
0,993
0,992
0,992
0,993
0,992

Table 3 Value of R according to each test

Prediction model results presented in Table 3 show that prediction is on very satisfying level, is
in a range of very good fit. The highest value of regression is in VIFP prediction with Minkowski sum
input and is R=0,992 averagely. The lowest value of regression is in SSIM prediction with average
values input and is R=0,966 averagely. There have not been achieved correlation coefficient below
R=0,900 even for each single experiment.
1. Results for average values as input
Plots of regression for each quality metric used for tests are presented in this section. The
condition was average values of each parameter for all tested video files are used.

Predicted PVQM (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

PVQM (T)
Fig. 13 Regression plot for PVQM R=0.961

In above picture Fig. 13 there is presented a regression plot for PVQM prediction with
regression performance value equal R=0.911.
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PredictedVQM (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

VQM (T)
Fig. 14 Regression plot for VQM R=0.977

In above picture Fig. 14 there is presented a regression plot for VQM prediction with regression
performance value equal R=0.977.

Predicted PSNR (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

PSNR (T)
Fig. 15 Regression plot for PSNR R=0.981

In above picture Fig. 15 there is presented a regression plot for PSNR prediction with regression
performance value equal R=0.981.
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PredictedSSIM (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

SSIM (T)
Fig. 16 Regression plot for SSIM R=0.954

In above picture Fig. 16 there is presented a regression plot for SSIM prediction with regression
performance value equal R=0.954.

PredictedVIFP (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

VIFP (T)
Fig. 17 Regression plot for VIFP R=0.976

In above picture Fig. 17 there is presented a regression plot for VIFP prediction with regression
performance value equal R=0.976.
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2. Results for Minkowski summation as a input
Plots of regression for each quality metric used for tests are presented in this section. The
condition was Minkowski summation results of each parameter for all tested video files are used.

PredictedPVQM (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

PVQM (T)
Fig. 18 Regression plot for PVQM R=0.968

In above picture Fig. 18 there is presented a regression plot for PVQM prediction with
regression performance value equal R=0.968.

PredictedVQM

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

VQM (T)
Fig. 19 Regression plot for VQM R=0.982
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In previous picture Fig. 19 there is presented a regression plot for VQM prediction with
regression performance value equal R=0.982.

PredictedPSNR (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

PSNR (T)
Fig. 20 Regression plot for PSNR R=0.987

In above picture Fig. 20 there is presented a regression plot for PSNR prediction with regression
performance value equal R=0.987.

PredictedSSIM (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

SSIM (T)
Fig. 21 Regression plot for SSIM R=0.980
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In previous picture Fig. 21 there is presented a regression plot for SSIM prediction with
regression performance value equal R=0.980.

PredictedVIFP (Y)

ANN Output (Y) vs. Target (T)

VIFP (T)
Fig. 22 Regression plot for VIFP R=0.989

In above picture Fig. 22 there is presented a regression plot for VIFP prediction with regression
performance value equal R=0.989.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusions
The presented thesis is based on scientific description of prediction model for video quality. The
model was designed on the basis of extracted parameters from the HEVC coded videos. This issue was
very complex and was divided into several sections.
First step was analysis of HEVC standard and definition of video configuration parameters
which have impact on the video quality. There were determined 53 parameters of which 48 were
calculated at slice level and 5 were calculated at frame level.
Next stage was designing and creation of software to retrieve values of previous mentioned
parameters from decoded files and presenting them in a readable format for further analysis. Software
has been written in C# programming language to improve the performance of applications while
analyzing the files of large size (more than 500 MB). Software automatically calculates and saves two
tables of data, first for features on slice level and second with features on frame level.
Further section contained analysis of extracted data and preparation of the data to prediction
model. It was provided in two ways. First one based on calculation of mean values each parameter
from slice level to frame level and again calculation mean value from frame level to video level.
Second one contained calculation of Minkowski summation of each parameter from frame level to get
values at video level. Additionally there was used regression model to adjust Minkowski exponent
value to this calculation.
Penultimate step was designing quality predictor model on the basis of ANN. It was
implemented in Matlab software environment. ANN architecture based on linear regression used the
extracted parameters values as training data and quality values as target, which were obtained earlier,
beyond this thesis.
Last stage concerned performing set of tests by means of real video files. To the tests were used
560 video files, which refer to 10 sequences of video and each of them were coded with different
coding parameters values. There were used 5 different quality metrics and 2 types of input data.
Additionally, there were performed 5 experiments for each of conditions. Results were very satisfying.
Correlation coefficients R were in a range of R= (0.907-0.993). Quality predictor achieved the best
results for VIFP quality metric with Minkowski sum input and it was averagely R=0.992. The worst
results was for SSIM quality metric with average values input and it was averagely R=0.966.
Summarizing, presented prediction model works satisfying, that means the main goal of the
thesis was achieved. It was provided analysis of coding parameters in HEVC standard with
explanation of theirs impact on video quality and it was presented in this paper. ANN performed very
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well in these condition and analysis that amount of data, what is encouraging to future development of
presented method.

5.2 Future work
Software for extracting data was created only for this goal. There wasn’t provided any code
optimization, what can be noticeable while using this application. Most of the improvements should be
performed regarding:


Better management of operating memory of the program.



Code optimization.



Decreasing of number extracting parameters.



Investigation of more features relevant to perceptual quality.

Future work for quality prediction model could contain development of ANN model or
adjusting different regression model.
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